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Abstract 
A comparison of prediction methods of functional autoregressive time series 
by 
Devin Didericksen, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2010 
Major Professor : Dr. Piotr Kokoszka 
Department: Mathematics and Statistics 
iii 
Functional data analysis (FDA) is a relatively new branch of statistics that has seen a 
lot of expansion recently . \Vith the advent of computer processing power and more efficient 
software packag es we have entered the beginning stages of applying FDA methodology and 
techniques to data. Part of this undertaking should include an empirical assessment of the 
effectiveness of some of the tools of FDA , which are sound on theoretical grounds. In a 
small way, this project helps advance this objective. 
This work begins by introducing FDA, scalar prediction techniques, and the functional 
autoregressive model of order one - FAR(l) . Two functional data prediction methods are 
discussed in detail. One method uses the estimator 1l'p (Bosq, 2000), while the other finds 
the predictive loadings which are the paths in a Hilbert space most relevant for prediction 
(Kargin and Onatski, 2008). A functional data simulation is carried out and used to compare 
the efficacy of the two methods. The design and results (presented in both graphs and 
numerical tables) are exp lained in-depth. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work 
is outlined. 
(73 pages) 
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1. 1 Functional Data Analysis 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1 
In statistics we often analyze a sample of observations X1, X2, ... , XN to extract some 
information. For example, each Xn can be a vector of information regarding one subject 
in a clinical trial on a drug. Functional data analysis (FDA) is used when the sample of 
observations are functional objects over some set T, see Bosq (2000), Bosq and Blanke 
(2007), Ferraty and Vieu (2006), Ramsay and Silverman (2002), Ramsay and Silverman 
(2005) , and Horvath and Kokoszka (2010) . This subset Tis usually either a time or location 
interval. 
There are several examples where it is more natural to view the data structured as a 
continuous function rather than discrete observations. Satellite image, globa l temp era ture, 
internet traffic , and credit card transaction data are examples of such situations. When data 
are sampled the continuous, functional object structure may not be availab le. However FDA 
proves useful also when there are several discrete observations collected that, in turn, can be 
used to approximate functional objects. Suppose ana lysts at JPMorgan Chase © wanted 
to analyze the volume of transactions placed by credit cards issued by their bank. If the 
number of transactions was aggregated by year, month, or day a sca lar time series model 
would be perfect ly reasonable. However, if it was aggregated by minute or second it would 
make much more sense to approach the analysis in a way that exploits the fact that the data 
is patterned after a continuous function . This function al data approach will be emp loyed 
for the analyses undertaken throughout this project. 
2 
1.2 Objectives of This Project 
Current research in FDA provides a few prediction methods that were derived theoret-
ically. However, extensive investigations of the effectiveness of these methods have yet to 
be carried out on a practical level. The aim of this project is to begin this on a very basic 
level. We will only be looking at the functional autoregressive process of order one using 
simulated data. The functional AR(l) model exhibits however much more flexibility than 
its scalar counterpart, and, in fact, is the only functional model to date used in prediction. 
Other prediction methods are nonparametric, and are not the subject of this project. 
Two methods will be subject of the analysis: the predictive factors method proposed by 
Kargin and Onatski (2008) and prediction using the estimated autoregressive operator '11p 
(Bosq, 2000). One large hurdle to overcome is that these methods, especially the predictive 
factors, rely on comp licat ed equations. We reduce these equations to a form that can be 
implemented in the R package fda. Before we turn to this problem, we review the basic 
prediction theory for scalar time series. 
1.3 Prediction of Scalar Time Series 
We briefly consider the scalar time series model to review one-step prediction methods. 
There are three commonly used forecasts: x~+ 1, Xn+ 1, and x~+ 1 . 
Given data x 1, ... , Xn, x~+l is defined ru; the best linear predictor of Xn+l (Brockwell 
and Davis, 1991, pgs . 166- 169). Thus x~+l = ¢0 + Lk=l ¢nkXn+l-k· It will be apparent soon 
why the notation ¢nk is used. This predictor is found by solving 
E [(xn+l - x~+ 1)xk] = 0, k = 0, 1, ... , n, 
where x 0 = 1. These equations are derived from the least squares criterion. Since 
3 
the form of the best linear predictor is 
n 
X~+l = µ + L, <Pndxk - µ) • 
k=l 
Thus, there is no loss of generality when we only consider the case that µ = 0. Since the 
best linear predictor of Xn+l is 
the coefficients <Pnl, <Pn2, ... , <Pnn satisfy 
or equivalently 
n 
L, <Pnn(k - j) = , (k) , k = l, ... , n 
j=l 
where 
,(h) = Cov(xt, Xt+h)-
Th e prediction equations can be written as 
r n<Pn = 1n, 
where rn = [,(k-j)]j,k=l is an nxn matrix, <Pn = (<Pnl,···,<Pnn)' is an nx 1 vector, and 
,n = (,(1), .. . ,,(n))' is an nx 1 vector. By the projection theorem, x~+l is unique, thus 
the elements of c/Jn are unique and are given by 
This predictor is the best predictor of the three. The main reason the other two meth-
ods are used is because some situations require inverting a large matrix, which can be 
4 
computationally intensive. 
The next forecast is Xn+i which is defined as 
Xn+i = E [ Xn+ilxn, Xn-i, • • •], 
or in other words, the one step prediction Xn+i given the infinite past (Shumway and Stoffer, 
2006, pgs. 116- 119). This assumption makes the math much easier, but is not realistic in 
practice. Typically, this is used for ARMA models with the idea that for large samples, 
Xn+i will provide a good approximation to x~+i · 
In practice one would have to truncate the past, which brings us to x~+i · Here we 
have the same situation as when using x~+i, in that xi, ... ,xn are known. The approach 
of prediction is different, however. Instead of using the projection theorem, we begin with 
initial values for the white noise w'j = 0 for j :s; 0 or j > n, and the w'j are computed recur-
sively forward in time . These estimated errors are then used along with the observations 
xi, ... , Xn to compute the one-step prediction. 
5 
Chapter 2 
Prediction of the Functional Autoregressive Time Series 
2.1 Basic Properties of the Functional Autoregressive Process of Order One 
To evaluate the two prediction methods, data were generated to follow the functional 
autoregressive series of order one - FAR(l): 
Xn+1(t) = WXn(t) + En+1(t), (t,s) E [0, 1]2, (2.1) 
where the En+1(t) are iid Brownian bridges. The design and results of the simulation will 
be described later on . 
The operator Ill acting on Xn ( t) is defined as 
ll!Xn(t) = fo1 'lj;(t,s)Xn(s)ds, 
where 'lj;(t, s) is a bivariate kernel - assumed to satisfy lllllll < 1, where 
In this project, data were simulated using three different kernels with two different values 
of lllllll-
The theory of autoregressive and more general linear processes in Hilbert spaces is 
developed in the monograph of Bosq (2000). With the FAR(l) as defined above we consider 
a narrower class of processes. Bosq does not assume that the En are iid, but rather that 
they are uncorrelated. In chapter 3 of Brockwell and Davis (1991) it is shown that a scalar 
AR(l) process Xn+l = ¢xn + Wn+l has a strict ly stationary solution if l</>I < 1. Also shown is 
that a scalar ARMA proc ess is said to be causal if it adm its the expansion 
00 
Xn = L 'lpjWn-j· 
j=O 
6 
If 1¢1 < 1, the AR(l) equations have a unique solution of this form, in which 'lpj = ¢1 -
implying that Xn+l depends only on the past and present white noise, but not the future. 
The analogous results for FAR(l) are stated in the following lemma and theorem pro-
vided by Horvath and Kokoszka (2010). 
Lemma 2.1.1 For any W E [, (the space of bounded lin ear operators on a Hilbert space), 
the following two conditions are equivalent: 
CO: There exists an integer Jo such that llllij0 II < 1. 
Cl: There exist a> 0 and O < b < 1 such that for every J ~ 0, IJllijlJ ~ abl. 
Proof Since Cl clearly implies CO, we must only show that CO implies Cl. Write J = Joq+r 
for some q ~ 0 and O ~ r < Jo- Therefore, 
If IJlliJ0 11 = 0, then Cl holds for any a> 0 and O < b < 1, so we assume in the following that 
llllij0 II > 0. Since q > j/jo -1 and llllij0 II < 1, we obtain 
llllijll ~ 11wjow/jo-l11wr11 ~ ( 1wjo111/j0 )j 1wj0 11-1 max 11wr11, Osr<Jo 
so Cl holds with 
a= 11wj0r 1 max 11wr11, b = 11wjo111/jo_ OSr<Jo 
• 
Note that condition CO is weaker than the condition llllill < l; in the scalar case these 
two conditions are clearly equivalent. Nevertheless, Cl is a sufficiently strong condition to 
7 
ensure the convergence of the series Lj W1En-j(t ), and the existence of a stationary causal 
solution to AR(l) equations, as stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1.2 If condition CO holds, then there is a, unique strictly stationary solution 
to an FAR(l) process. This solution is given by 
00 
Xn(t) = L W1En-j(t). 
j=O 
The series converges almost surely, and in the L2 norm, i.e. 
Proof To establish the existence of the limit of the infinite series, we work with the space 
of square integrable random functions in £ 2 = £ 2 ([0, 1]). If the random functions are 
defined on a probability space D, then we work with I}(D,L 2 ([0, 1])), which is a Hilbert 
space with the inner product E(X, Y}, X, YE £ 2 ([0, 1]) . Thus, to show that the sequence 
X~m\t) = Z:J:0 W1En-}{t) has a limit in £ 2 (0,£ 2 ([0, 1])) , it suffices to check that it is 
Cauchy. 
0 bserve that 
m' m' m' L L E(W1En-j (t), q,kEn-k(t)} = L E//W1En-j(t)// 2. 
j=mk=m j=m 
Note that E'111 En-J ( t) = 0 because the expectation commutes with bounded operators. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.1.1, 
Thus X~m)(t) converges in £ 2 (0,£ 2 ([0,1])). To show the almost sure convergence, it is 
enough to verify that 
00 
L l!W1En-j (t)I! < oo a.s. 
j=O 
This holds because by condition Cl 
and so :[~ 0 11'111  · llcn-j(t)II < oo a.s. 
The series Xn ( t) = L~o '111 En-j ( t) is clearly strictly stationary, and it satisfies equation 
(2.1) . Suppose {X~(t)} is another strictly stationary sequence satisfying (2.1). Then, 
iterating (2.1), we obtain, for any m;;:: 1, 
Therefore, 
m 
X~(t) = L W1En-j (t) + wm+Ix~-m+1(t). 
j=l 
Thus X~(t) is equal a.s. to the limit of X~m\t) i.e. to Xn(t). 
• 
To gain a better understanding of the structure of this model , one must consider the 
random element: Brownian bridge . Brownian bridge is a continuous stochastic process, 
B(t), derived from the Wiener process , W(t), (Brownian motion). The requirement is the 
condition that B(O) = B(l) = 0 (Glasserman, 2004, pgs. 82- 86). To ensure it, the Brownian 
bridge is defined as 
B(t) = W(t) - tW(l). 
One could say that Brownian bridge is a type of Brownian motion pinned at zero at both 
ends. The expected value of a Brownian bridge is zero, and the variance of B(t) is t(l - t). 
This implies that the most variance occurs in the middle of the bridge. Figure 2.1 is a graph 
of ten Brownian bridge observations. 
lO 
0 
0 
0 
lO 
ci 
I 
0 
~ 
I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
Observations 
Fig . 2.1: Ten observations of Brownian bridge . Vertical dotted lines separate the observa-
tions . Notice the Brownian motion structure and that the endpoints of each observation 
(B(O) and B(l)) are equal to zero. 
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2.2 Difficulties of Predicting the Functional AR{l) Sequence 
To begin, one-step predictions were carried out assuming that the operator \JI, the 
Gaussian kernel function, is known . This assumption is not realistic in practice; it is 
imposed to understand the behavior of the forecasts. V✓ith such knowledge one would 
expect the prediction error to be quit e small. In Figure 2.2 we can find these one-step 
predictions (.X5o(t) through .X61(t)). Notice thre e things: 
l. All of the predictions exhibit either exponential growth or exponential shrinkage . 
2. The range between the lower-bound and upper-bound values of the predictions is 
small. 
3. These predictions do not look like a functional AR(l) process (see Figure 3.2). 
The following will be an attempt to explain mathematically why it is the case that 
these predictions exhibit these properties. We set 'lj;(t , s) = exp( - <t\+s2 )). If we let J(t) = 
exp( -f ), then 'lj;(t,s) = f(t)J(s) . Consequently, 
. ri r1 ri 
Xn+i(t) = Jo 'lj;(t,s)Xn(s)ds = Jo J(t)J(s)Xn(s)ds = J(t) Jo J(s)Xn(s)ds . 
1 • 
Let f0 J(s)Xn(s)ds = an, the random part of Xn+i(t) . Thus 
Xn+i(t) = anf(t) and 0.60653066 < J(t) < 1 where t E [0, l] 
Because f(t) is an exponential function , Xn must also be an exponential function. We can 
find the behavior of the range of Xn+i(t) by looking at its random component an. 
and 
( 1 )2 l 1 Var(an) = E lo J(s)Xn(s)ds = lo lo J(s)J(t)E[Xn(s)Xn(t)]dtds. 
0 40 80 0 40 80 0 40 80 0 40 80 
50 51 52 53 
0 40 80 0 40 80 0 40 80 0 40 80 
54 55 56 57 
0 40 80 0 40 80 0 40 80 0 40 80 
58 59 60 61 
Fig . 2.2: One-step predictions of X50(t) through X51(t) with known W. 
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We can rewrite E [Xn(s)Xn(t )] as 
E ( X ( s) [ ( X ( t) - X ( s)) + X ( s)]) = E ( X 2 ( s) ) + E [ X ( s) ( X ( t) - X ( s))] 
Without loss of generality let us assume s ~ t. In "Convergence of Probability Measures" 
(Billings ley, 1968, pgs . 64- 65) it is explained that the expected value of the product of 
Brownian bridge observations at times s and t is 
E[X(s)X(t)] = s(l-t) . 
This follows from the general formula 
Thus 
E[Xn(s)Xn(t)] = s(l -s)-s(t- s) = s(l -t) 
because X(0) = X(l) = 0. Th erefore, 
Var(an) = 2 .fo
1 lot J(s)J(t) s(1 - t)dsdt = 2 .fo 1 (.fo \exp (-;2) ds) exp ( -; 2 ) (1 - t)dt 
= 211 ( exp (-t )-exp (-t 2 )) (1 - t)dt 
= 2 [ .fo\ xp ( -;
2
) dt - .fo\xp ( -t 2 ) dt- .fo\ exp ( -;
2
) dt + .fo\ exp (- t 2 ) dt] 
[ r1 (-t2 ) r1 2 (-t2 )l1 1 2 l1] = 2 Jo exp 2 dt - Jo exp (-t ) dt - exp 2 0 + 2 exp ( -t ) 0 
[ r1 (-t2 ) r 1 2 ( 1) 1 1] = 2 Jo exp 2 dt- Jo exp (- t )dt -exp - 2 +1+ 2exp(-l)- 2 
"' 0.37241864. 
13 
Thus an is of the order J0.37241864 = 0.610261124 . Consequently, the typical range of the 
forecasts is SD(an)[f(0) - J(l)] ~ 0.240119042. This explains the ranges in Figure 2.2. 
These results explain the first two properties. Property three occurs because of the 
amount of variability built into the model. The theoretical calculations presented in this 
section show that there are natural limits as to how good the predictions can be, even in 
the presence of a perfect knowledge about IV. In practice, IV must be estimated, so real 
predictions will be even worse . 
2.3 Prediction Using the Estimated Autoregressive Operator 
Now we will only assume that we know the data follow an FAR(l) model. The fda 
package in R can now be used to convert this data matrix into functions and to perform 
various ana lyses - such as principal component ana lysis. First, a functional autoregressive 
time-series was simulated. The design of this simu lation is described in detail in Section 
3.1. With this data we can use the prediction equations. 
The first step prior to analysis is converting the data into functional objects. Given a 
reasonably sized basis, each observation Xn(t) can be approximated by a linear combination 
of the basis functions (Horvath and Kokoszka, 2010) . If the number of basis functions is M 
and the Fourier basis components are denoted Fm(t), m = 1, 2, ... , M, then Xn(t) can be 
approximated by 
M 
Xn(t) ~ L CnmFm(t). 
m=l 
For our examp le, a Fourier basis with M = 99 basis functions will be used because Brownian 
bridge admits a Karhunen-Loeve expansion with trigonometric functions . The fda package 
in R was used to construct the basis. Figure 2.3 shows the first observation generated with 
the approximation using the 99 basis functions overlayed . As one can see, 99 Fourier basis 
functions are sufficient to approximate the generated discrete data . 
To compute an estimate of the kerne l, it is useful to expand the curves Xn(t) in the 
form 
p 
Xn(t) = L dnkVk(t) 
k=l 
"! 
0 
I 
0.0 0.2 0.4 
Time 
14 
0.6 0.8 1.0 
Fig. 2.3: Basis approximation of a single function al observation using 99 Fouri er basis 
functions . Solid line is the actual observation and the dashed line is the approximation. 
They are almost indistinguishabl e. 
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where vk(t) are th e functional principal components of the Xn(t), and dnk is the eh score 
of Xn defined as J Xn(t)vk(t)dt (Horvath and Kokoszka, 2010). Principal component anal-
ysis was performed to extract the estimates of these values as well as the estimate of the 
eigenva lues/ \ , defined by l!Jv1 = >.1v1. Prior to the analysis one must specify the numb er of 
eigenfunctions , p. Based on th e variability explained (FDA research suggests 85%), three 
eigenfunctions proves to be an adequate number. The eigenfunctions can be seen in Figure 
2.4 and the approximation using the eigenfunctions is compared to an actual observation 
in Figure 2.5. We see that the rule of 85% of variability, universally proposed in FDA 
research, does not give a good approximation. It may excessively smooth the trajectories 
for prediction purposes. 
Laukaitis and Rackauskas (2002) propos ed the following heuristi c derivation of the 
estimator IJIP. Th e sta rting point is the expansion 
00 
'lj;(t , s) = L '1/JkeVk(t) w.(s). 
k,i=l 
This holds because if the Fk(t), with t E [O, 1] form a basis in £ 2 ([0, 1]) , then a simple 
verification shows that the products Fk(t)Fe(s), with t, s E [O, 1] form a basis in £ 2 ([0, 1] x 
[O, l]) (Horvath and Kokoszka, 2010). Using 'lj;(t,s) as defined above Xn(t) becomes 
Xn(t) = f '1/Jke j vk(t)ve(s)Xn-i(s)ds + En(t). 
k ,i=l 
Multiplying by v1 ( t) and integrating with respect to t, we obtain 
or, equivalently 
00 
(Xn ,v1) = L'1/J1e(Xn-1,ve) + (En,v1). 
i=l 
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Fig. 2.4: The first three eigenfunctions of the simulated FAR(l) sequence extracted using 
principal component analysis . 
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Fig. 2.5: Approximation of a single functional observation using three eigenfunctions (as 
opposed to 99 fourier basis functions as in Figure 2.3) . Solid line is the actual observation 
and the dashed line is the approximation. 
Multiplying by (Xn- 1, vi) and taking the expectation, we further obtain 
Observe that 
Therefore 
00 
E[(Xn-1,vi)(Xn,Vj}] = L i/ijeE[(Xn-1,vi)(Xn-1,ve}]. 
e=I 
E[ (Xn- 1, Vi} (Xn-1, Ve}] = E[ ( (Xn-1, ve}Xn-1, Vi}] 
These relations suggest the following estimator of the kernel iµ: 
p 
,(/;v( t, s) = I: ,J;ktDk ( t )ve( s), 
k,e=I 
where 
N-1 
,J;ji = 5;;1(N -1r1 L (Xn ,Vi}(Xn +I,Vj }-
n=l 
Th en the estimate can be used in the following to predict: 
X.,1(t) a j ,/,, (t,s)Xn(s)d s a j (.t ,/,.,V, (t)V,(s)) Xn(s)ds 
18 
Predictions were constructed for n E [50, 61] and compared to the actual data. This can be 
found in Figure 2.6. The bivariate Gaussian knnel, W, and \lip can be found and compared 
in Figure 2. 7 and Figure 2.8, respectively. 
2.4 Prediction with Predictive Factors 
We will now use a different approach to prediction, namely the predictive factors 
method (Kargin and Onatski, 2008). This method differs in that it identifies what is called 
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Fig . 2.6: One-st ep predictions of Xso(t) through X61(t) using estimator 1l'p. Solid line is 
the actual observation and dotted line is the predicted observation . 
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4' 
Fig. 2.7: A three dimensional contour plot of the bivariate Gaussian kernel. 
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Fig. 2.8: A three dimensional contour plot of the estimated bivariate kernel, '11p. This is an 
estimate of the Gaussian kernel function found in Figure 2. 7. 
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the predictive factors and the predictive loadings. The predictive loadings are the "direc-
tions" in L2 most relevant for prediction. We begin with the introduction of the operator 
<I> 0 defined by 
where 
p 
6~112 (x) = c-1/ 2 (x) + al(x) = L [ 5.;112 (x, Vi)'lli] + al(x ), 
i=l 
A . . 1 N-1 
C1(x) = E[(Xn,x)Xn+d = -- L (Xi,x)Xi+l, and 
N - 1 i=l 
' T 1 ~ C1 (x) = E[(Xn, x)Xn- iJ = -- L.,(Xi,x)Xi-l 
N -1 i=2 
with >.i and Vj being th e estimated eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the covariance operator 
C = Lbl Ai(x, vi)Vi (Horvath and Kokoszka, 2010). To use the predictive factors method we 
must find the k largest eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenfunctions for this operator. 
It was determined that k = p = 3. The first goal is to find the eigenfunctions Xo,i such that 
;. ( A ) 2 A 
':l-' a Xa,i = Cl a,ixa ,i 
We will begin by finding C1 ( C~112(x) ) : 
1 N-1 
A ' - 1/2 "' ' -1/2 C1(C0 (x)) = -- L., (Xj,C 0 (x))Xj+l N - 1 j=l 
Now we will identify er ( 616~11\x) ): 
23 
This brings us to th e last expression we need to reduce in order to collect the eigenfunctions 
Xa,i and their corresponding eigenvalues - <I>a(x) = Ca cl C1Ca (x) : • ·- 1/2 ( ·r · · -1/2 ) 
1 
[ 
p N N-1 [ p ] l • - 1/2 • -1/2 • • • • 
= ( _ ) 2 LL L >..e L ( \ (x, vi)(Xj, vi))+ a{Xj, x) (Xk , Xj+i){Xk - I, ve)ve N 1 e k=2 1=1 i= l 
Th e Xa,i satisfy both 
p 
<I>a (Xa,i) = a-;,ixa,i and Xa,i = L ll!kVk 
k=l 
Th e operation <I>0 (xa,i) can be written as 
p p 
L ak<I>a(vk) = a; ,i L akvk 
k=l k =l 
Taking the inner product of both sides with VJ we get 
p 
L ak(iI>o(vk), Vj} = a-~,iaj, 
k=l 
24 
j = 1, 2, ... ,P 
Defining the p x p matrix Rp = [ ( <I>0 ( Vk ), VJ) ]~,k=l ( where j is the row and k is the column) 
and the p x 1 vector Ap = [ ak]L 1, the above can be written as the linear system 
When we apply the operator <I>0 to the eigenfunctions vk, the value is eas ier to compute 
than for general x. For <I>0 ( vk) we get 
Now when we take the inner product of the above with VJ we get (<I>0 (vk),vJ ): 
One can rewrite the matrix equations as 
( Rp - a-~.J) Av = 0 
This is the so-called "Characteristic Equation" in linear algebra. If there exists an inverse 
(Rp - a-~.J)- 1 then both sides can be left multiplied by the inverse to obtain the trivial 
solution Ap = 0. Thus we require there to be no inverse by assuming from linear algebra 
that the determinant equals zero: 
det(Rp- a-~.J) = 0 
25 
According to Hawkins (1975), for Rp to have left eigenvectors that are equal to right eigen-
vectors and to have real eigenvalues, Rp must be symmetric. One can easily validate this by 
noticing that (<1\,(vk),vj) = (<I>c,(v1),vk) for all j = 1, ... ,p and k = 1, ... ,p. Therefore, to 
find the weights Cl'k for the eigenfunctions one must compute the eigenvectors of Rp. Once 
this is done we have obtained the estimated io,i · 
Now we can use these i:0 ,i to find bo,i• 
p p 
bA -c '- l/2( A )-s;;-'[,-1/2( A A)A] A s;;-'[,-1/2, A] A o,i - 0 Xo,i - ~ "\ Xo,i, Vi Vi + Cl'Xo,i = ~ "\ Cl'iVi + CxX0 ,i 
i= 1 i= l 
Then finally we can input these b0 ,i to find: 
k 
Xn+l = '1fo,k(Xn) = L (Xn, bo,i) C'1(bo,i) 
i=l 
First one must compute C'1 (b0 ,i)-
These calculations were accomplished using the simulated data. o: was chosen to be 
0.75 based on the recommendations of Kargin and Onatski (2008). The predictions versus 
actual observations using this predictive factors method can be found in Figure 2.9 ( compare 
in quality to the predictions made by using '1lp in Figure 2.6). 
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Fig. 2.9: One-step predictions of .X50( t) through .X51 (t) using predictive factors. Solid line 
is the actual observation and dotted line is the predicted observation . 
Chapter 3 
Simulation Results 
3.1 Design of the Simulation Study 
As discussed earlier, data was generated following the FAR(l) model: 
Xn+i(t) = iI!Xn(t) + En+i(t), (t,s) E [O, 1)2 , 
27 
where th e error component, En+1(t), is Brownian bridge from a Wiener process that uses 
random standard normals. The Wiener process is defined as 
( k) 1 K W(t) = lim w - = lim Iv L zk, K-= K K-= vK k~i k = 0, l, 2, ... , T, 
where Zk are ind ependent standard normals and Zo = 0. Recall that E(t) = W(t) - tW(l). 
In the first simulation the Gaussian kernel function was used: 
(
- ( t2 + 82)) 
'lj;(t,s)=Cexp 
2 
, (t,s) E [0,1) 2 , 
where C is chosen such that lliI!I/ :=:: 1. 
"'0.7468241328G 
For the first simulation C was chosen such that lliI!II = ½, although one can change C 
depending on the desired value of /liil/1- To compute the Riemann sum approximation, the 
matrix Z was constructed: 
28 
\J!(-k,-k) w(-k,¾) \JI( -k, 1) 
Z= 
w(f,-k) w(f,¾) \JI(¾, 1) 
\J!(l, 1<) \J!(l, k) \J!(l, 1) 
K was chosen to be 100 in the simulations. This is a large enough number such that 
the discrete observations can be approximated well with a continuous model. To convert 
the data to continuous functional objects the R package fda was used with 99 Fourier basis 
functions . The simulations contain 100 functional observations. They can be found in 
Figure 3.1, and the last ten observations can be found in Figure 3.2. 
Similar simulations were executed using every combination of three different kernels 
with two different values of 1/'llll- The two values of ll'llll are 0.5 and 0.8. The three different 
kernels are the Gaussian kernel, Wiener kernel, and identity kernel. The Gaussian kernel, 
as mentioned, is defined as 'lj;(t,s) = C'exp ( - (t2t 2 )). The Wiener kernel is defined as 
'lj;(t,s) = Cmin(t,s) . The identity kernel is defined simply as 'lj;(t,s) = C. 
The value of ll'llll for the Wiener kernel is 
r1 r1 2 Jo Jo (Cmin(t,s)) dsdt=2C 
by symmetry . And 
2C rl s31t dt = 2cJ rl t3 dt = 2C MIil = 2C = .£ . Jo 3 o Jo 3 V 1210 y12 J3 
We can choose C such that ll'l'JI will assume either of the two desired values (0.5 and 0.8) 
for ll'llll-
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Fig. 3.1: Simulated FAR(l) data; 100 functional observations. 
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Fig . 3.2: Simulated FAR(l) data; last ten functional observations. Vertical dotted lines 
separate observations. 
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Kernel 11'1111 = 0.5 11'1111 = 0.8 
En Rn En Rn 
Gaussian Figure 3.3 Figure 3.4 Figure 3.9 Figure 3.10 
Wiener Figure 3.5 Figure 3.6 Figure 3.11 Figure 3.12 
Identity Figure 3.7 Figure 3.8 Figure 3.13 Figure 3.14 
Table 3.1: Table for identifying the graph for a given combination of 11'1111, residual measure, 
and kernel. 
11'1111 = 0.5 
Kernel En Rn 
Using Predictive Using Predictive 
Estimator Factors Estimator Factors 
Gaussian 0.3687488 0.3566081 0.3101719 0.2967908 
Wiener 0.3654839 0.3631333 0.2989340 0.2981686 
Identity 0.3903482 0.3825894 0.3257150 0.3194241 
Table 3.2: Average error measures by each En and Rn on every combination of residual 
measure and kernel, given 11'1111 = 0.5. 
3.2 Result of the Simulations 
To measure the effectiveness of the predictions I will use the two functions 
(1 , 2 Jo (Xn(t)-Xn(t)) dt 
Table 3.1 identifies the graph for each comb ination of 11'1111, residual measure, and kernel. 
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 summarize numerically the effectiveness of the two methods. The average 
error as measured by each En and Rn on every combination of 11'1111, residual measure, and 
kernel is listed. Table 3.2 covers the case when 11'1111=0.5, while Table 3.3 covers the case 
when 11'1111=0.8. 
32 
1111'11 = 0.8 
Kernel En Rn 
Using Predictive Using Predictive 
Estimator Factors Estimator Factors 
Gaussian 0.3793008 0.3860340 0.3116508 0.3298549 
Wiener 0.3691798 0.3680319 0.3053022 0.3055791 
Identity 0.3832101 0.3735853 0.3135714 0.3059405 
Table 3.3: Average error measures by each En and Rn on every combination of residual 
measure and kernel, given 1111'11 = 0.8. 
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Fig. 3.3: Eso through E100 for FAR(l) data using Gaussian kernel with 1111'11 = 0.5. Solid 
line is using estimator \lip and dashed line is using predictive factors method. 
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Fig. 3.7: Eso through E100 for FAR(l) data using identity kernel with //w// = 0.5 . Solid line 
is using estimator '11 P and dashed line is using predictive factors method . 
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Fig . 3.10: Rso through R100 for FAR(l) data using Gaussian kernel with llll'II = 0.8 . Solid 
line is using estimator il'p and dashed line is using predictive factors method . 
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Fig. 3.11: £50 throu gh E100 for FAR(l) data using Wiener kernel with ll'1111 = 0.8. Solid line 
is using estimator '1lp and dashed line is using predictiv e factors method. 
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Fig. 3.12: Rso through R100 for FAR(l) data using Wiener kernel with 11'-IIII = 0.8. Solid line 
is using estimator lllp and dashed line is using predictive factors method . 
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Chapter 4 
Conclusion and Future Work 
44 
Prior to ana lyzing the results of the simu lation, one must be aware that the results 
may vary for different values of p, k, and a; p is the number of eigenfunctions, and k and 
a are parameters for the predictive factors method. Cross-va lidating these parameters was 
not an option due to the large amount of time and processing power needed to perform such 
a task, so these values were chosen carefully prior to the analysis. \Vhat is evident from 
the numerical resu lts as well as the graphs is that these two one-step prediction mode ls for 
functional autoregressive order one data are far from perfect. The predictive factors method 
proves to be very comparab le to the method of using the estimator '11 P for prediction on the 
simulated data. It doesn't appear that one is much better than the other in any combination 
of kernel , /lll'II, and residual measure. 
Further investigation is needed using different functional data structures, other pre-
diction methods , cross-va lidated parameters, and real data sets. Antoniadis, Paparoditis, 
and Sapat inas (2006) provided some of this supplementary emp irical work in their journal 
article "A functional waveletkerne l approach for time series prediction." In their article, 
the authors propose a nonparametric prediction method relying on wavelet based feature 
extraction. There is much work to be done on the subj ect of prediction as it pertains 
to functional data ana lysis - not only in comparing the effectiveness of different predic-
tion methods , but also in developing packa ges for statistical software that enab le a fast 
implementation of such tasks. 
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Appendix 
A.I Lines of Code Used in R 
library(fda) 
par(mfrow=c(l,l)) 
#descrete points in one functional observation 
K <- 100 
#observations 
N <- 100 
#norm 
C <- 0.5 
#basis functions 
basisfd <- 99 
#eigenfunctions 
nharm <- 3 
#eigenfunctions2 
p <- 3 
#alpha 
a<- 0 . 75 
#Discretize interval (0,1) 
t <- (l :K)/K 
#Create matrix of standard normals 
D <- matrix(rnorm(K*N),nrow=K) 
#Create Weiner Process 
W <- matrix(c(rep(NA,length=K*N)),nrow=K) 
for(j in 1 :N){ 
W[,j] <- (l/(K-0.5))*cumsum(D[,j]) 
} 
#Create Brownian Motion 
B <- matrix(c(rep(NA, length=K*N)), nrow=K) 
48 
for(i in 1:K){ 
B[i,] <- W[i,]-(i/K)*W[K,] 
} 
#Plot Brownian motion 
#plot ( (1: ( 10*K)) /K, c (B [, 91: 100]), ylab= 1111 ,xlab= 11Dbservations 11 , type= 11l 11) 
#abline(v=seq(0,10,1),lty=3) 
#Create Gaussian Kernel 
Z<-matrix(c(rep(NA,length=K*K)),nrow=K) 
for(i in 1:K){ 
for(j in 1:K){ 
Z[i,j] <- exp(-.5*((i/K)-(2)))*exp(-.5*((j/K)-(2))) 
} 
} 
#Create Weiner Kernel 
#Z<-matrix(rep(NA, N*N),N,N) 
#for(g in 1:N){ 
#Z[g,J<-(1/K)*c(l:g,rep(g,N-g)) 
#} 
#Create approximate functional observations using gaussian kernel 
X <- matrix(c(rep(NA, K*N)), nrow=K) 
X[,1] <- B[,1] 
for(i in 2:N){ 
X(,i] <- (C/(K*.7468241328))*Z%*%X[,i-1]+B(,i] 
} 
#Create approximate functional observations using wiener kernel 
#X <- matrix(c(rep(NA, K*N)), nrow=K) 
#X[,1] <- B[,1] 
#for(i in 2:N){ 
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# X[,i] <- (C*(3-0.5)/K)*Z'l.*%X[,i-1]+B[,i] 
#} 
#Create approximate functional observations if using identity kernel 
#(if used do not use Z) 
#X <- matrix(c(rep(NA, K*N)), nrow=K) 
#X [, 1) <- B [, 1) 
#for(i in 2:N){ 
# X[,i] <- (C/K)*X[,i-1]+B[,i] 
#} 
#Plot approximated functional observations 
plot(seq(0,100,length=K*N),c(X),ylab="",xlab="Observations",type="l") 
plot (seq (91,101, length=K*lO), c (X [, 91 : 100)), ylab="", 
xlab="Observations",type="l") 
abline(v=seq(91,101,1),lty=3) 
#Create Fourier basis 
basisl <- create.fourier . basis(c(O,K)/K, nbasis=basisfd) 
#Convert data into functional objects 
XX<- data2fd(X, t, basisl) 
#basis approximation graph 
plot(t, X[,1], type="l", ylab='"', xlab="Time") 
lines(XX[l], lty="dashed") 
#Perform pea analysis 
peal<- pca.fd(XX, nharm=nharm, centerfns=FALSE) 
#Compute percentage of variability explained by eigenfunctions 
variability<- cumsum(pca1$varprop*100) 
variability 
harmonics<- pca1$harmonics 
#plot eigenfunctions 
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plot(harmonics[1], col="black", ylim=c(-2,2), ylab="", xlab="Time") 
lines(harmonics[2], col="black") 
lines(harmonics[3], col="black") 
scores<- pca1$scores 
values<- pca1$values 
#Compute estimated psi_ji 
scores!<- scores[l:N-1,] 
scores2 <- scores[2:N,] 
P <- matrix(rep(NA, nharm*nharm), nrow=nharm) 
for (i in 1 :nharm){ 
for (j in 1:nharm){ 
P[i,j] <- (scores1[,i]%*%scores2[,j])/((N-1)*values[i]) 
} 
} 
#Compute estimated psi(t,s) 
v <- eval . fd(t,harmonics) 
F <- array(rep(NA,K*K), dim=c(K,K,nharm,nharm)) 
for (i in 1 :K){ 
for (j in 
for (k in 
for Cm in 
F[i,j ,k,m] 
} 
} 
} 
} 
1:K){ 
1 :nharm){ 
1 :nharm){ 
<- P[k,m]*v[i,k]*v[j,m] 
psi<- matrix(rep(NA, K*K), nrow=K) 
for (i in 1:K){ 
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for (j in 1 :K){ 
psi[i,j] <- sum(F[i,j ,,]) 
} 
} 
#Predict X 
Y <- matrix(rep(NA, K*N), nrow=K) 
Y(,1] <- rep(O,K) 
for(i in 2:N){ 
Y[,i] <- (1/K)*psi%*%X[,i-1] 
} 
YY <- data2fd(Y, t, basis1) 
#E_{n} for Psi hat method 
E1<-rep(NA,N) 
for ( i in 1 : N){ 
E1[i] <- (inprod(XX[i]-YY[i],XX(i]-YY(i]))-(0.5) 
} 
I1<-matrix(rep(1,N*K),nrow=K) 
I2<-data2fd(I1,t,basis1) 
EE1<-matrix(rep(NA,N*K),nrow=K) 
for (i in 1:N){ 
for (j in 1 :K){ 
EE1~,i] <- abs(X~,i]-Y(j,i]) 
} 
} 
EE2<-data2fd(EE1,t,basis1) 
#R_{n} for Psi hat method 
E2<-rep(NA,N) 
for (i in 1: N){ 
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E2[i]<-inprod(EE2[i] ,I2[i]) 
} 
#Kargin and Onatski Method 
R1 <- array(rep(NA , (N-1)*(N-1)*p*p), 
for (j in 1 :p){ 
for (k in 1:p){ 
for (1 in 1: (N-1) ){ 
for (m in 1: (N-1) ){ 
dim=c(p,p,N-1,N-1)) 
R1[j,k,l,m] <- (values[kJ-(-0.5)+a)*scores[l,k]* 
inprod(XX[m+1] ,XX[l+1])*(values[jJ-(-0.5)+a)*scores[m,j] 
} 
} 
} 
} 
R2 <- matrix(rep(NA, p*p), nrow=p) 
for (j in 1 :p){ 
for (k in 1 :p){ 
R2[j,k] <- ((1/(N-1))-(2))*sum(R1[j,k,.J) 
} 
} 
eigen <- eigen(R2) 
x1 <- eigen$vector[1,1]*harmonics[1]+eigen$vector[2,1]*harmonics[2] 
+eigen$vector[3,1]*harmonics[3] 
x2 <- eigen$vector[1,2]*harmonics[1]+eigen$vector[2,2]*harmonics[2] 
+eigen$vector[3,2]*harmonics[3] 
x3 <- eigen$vector[1,3]*harmonics[1]+eigen$vector[2,3]*harmonics[2] 
+eigen$vector[3,3]*harmonics[3] 
b1 <- (values[1]-(-0.5))*eigen$vector[1,1]*harmonics[1]+ 
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(values[2J-(-0.5))*eigen$vector[2,1]*harmonics[2]+ 
(values[3J-(-0.5))*eigen$vector[3,1]*harmonics[3]+a*x1 
b2 <- (values[1J-(-0.5))*eigen$vector[1,2]*harmonics[1]+ 
(values[2J-( - 0.5))*eigen$vector[2,2]*harmonics[2]+ 
(values[3J-(-0 . 5))*eigen$vector[3,2]*harmonics[3]+a*x2 
b3 <- (values[1J-(-0.5))*eigen$vector[1,3]*harmonics[1]+ 
(values[2J-(-0.5))*eigen$vector[2,3]*harmonics[2]+ 
(values[3J-(-0.5))*eigen$vector[3,3]*harmonics[3]+a*x3 
c1 <- rep(NA,N-1) 
c2 <- rep(NA,N - 1) 
c3 <- rep(NA,N-1) 
for (j in 1:N-1){ 
c1[j] <- (values[1J-(-0.5))*eigen$vector[1,1]*scores[j,1]+ 
(values[2J- (-0 .5))*eigen$vector[2,1]* s cores[j,2]+ 
(values[3J-(-0 . 5))*eigen$vector[3 , 1]*scores[j,3]+ 
a*(eigen$vector[1,1]*scores[j,1]+eigen$vector[2,1]*scores[j , 2]+ 
eigen$vector[3,1]*scores[j,3]) 
} 
for (j in 1 :N-1){ 
c2[j] <- (values[1J - (-0.5))*eigen$vector[1,2]*scores[j,1]+ 
(values[2J-(-0 . 5))*eigen$vector[2,2]*scores[j,2]+ 
(values[3J-(-0.5))*eigen$vector[3,2]*scores[j,3]+ 
a*(eigen$vector[1,2]*scores[j,1]+eigen$vector[2,2]*scores[j,2]+ 
eigen$vector[3,2]*scores[j,3]) 
} 
for (j in 1:N-1){ 
c3[j] <- (values[1J ~(-0.5))*eigen$vector[1,3]*scores[j,1]+ 
(values[2J-(-0 . 5))*eigen$vector[2,3]*scores[j,2]+ 
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(values[3J-(-0 .5))*eigen$vector[3,3]*scores[j,3]+ 
a*(eigen$vector[1,3]*scores[j,1]+eigen$vector[2,3]*scores[j,2]+ 
eigen$vector[3,3]*scores[j,3]) 
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} 
cc1<-(1/(N-1))*(c1[1]*XX[2]+c1[2]*XX[3]+c1[3]*XX[4]+c1[4]*XX[5]+c1[5]*XX[6]+ 
c1[6]*XX[7]+c1[7]*XX[8]+c1[8]*XX[9]+c1[9]*XX[10]+c1[10]*XX[11]+ 
c1[11]*XX[12]+c1[12]*XX[13]+c1[13]*XX[14]+c1[14]*XX[15]+c1[15]*XX[16]+ 
c1[16]*XX[17]+c1[17]*XX[18]+c1[18]*XX[19]+c1[19]*XX[20]+c1[20]*XX[21]+ 
c1[21]*XX[22]+c1[22]*XX[23]+c1[23]*XX[24]+c1[24]*XX[25]+c1[25]*XX[26]+ 
c1[26]*XX[27]+c1[27]*XX[28]+c1[28]*XX[29]+c1[29]*XX[30]+c1[30]*XX[31]+ 
c1[31]*XX[32]+c1[32]*XX[33]+c1[33]*XX[34]+c1[34]*XX[35]+c1[35]*XX[36]+ 
c1[36]*XX[37]+c1[37]*XX[38]+c1[38]*XX[39]+c1[39]*XX[40]+c1[40]*XX[41]+ 
c1[41]*XX[42]+c1[42]*XX[43]+c1[43]*XX[44]+c1[44]*XX[45]+c1[45]*XX[46]+ 
c1[46]*XX[47]+c1[47]*XX[48]+c1[48]*XX[49]+c1[49]*XX[50]+c1[50]*XX[51]+ 
c1[51]*XX[52]+c1[52]*XX[53]+c1[53]*XX[54]+c1[54]*XX[55]+c1[55]*XX[56]+ 
c1[56]*XX[57]+c1[57]*XX[58]+c1[58]*XX[59]+c1[59]*XX[60]+c1[60]*XX[61]+ 
c1[61]*XX[62]+c1[62]*XX[63]+c1[63]*XX[64]+c1[64]*XX[65]+c1[65]*XX[66]+ 
c1[66]*XX[67]+c1[67]*XX[68]+c1[68]*XX[69]+c1[69]*XX[70]+c1[70]*XX[71]+ 
c1[71]*XX[72]+c1[72]*XX[73]+c1[73]*XX[74]+c1[74]*XX[75]+c1[75]*XX[76]+ 
c1[76]*XX[77]+c1[77]*XX[78]+c1[78]*XX[79]+c1[79]*XX[80]+c1[80]*XX[81]+ 
c1[81]*XX[82]+c1[82]*XX[83]+c1[83]*XX[84]+c1[84]*XX[85]+c1[85]*XX[86]+ 
c1[86]*XX[87]+c1[87]*XX[88]+c1[88]*XX[89]+c1[89]*XX[90]+c1[90]*XX[91]+ 
c1[91]*XX[92]+c1[92]*XX[93]+c1[93]*XX[94]+c1[94]*XX[95]+c1[95]*XX[96]+ 
c1[96]*XX[97]+c1[97]*XX[98]+c1[98]*XX[99]+c1[99]*XX[100]) 
cc2<-(1/(N-1))*(c2[1]*XX[2]+c2[2]*XX[3]+c2[3]*XX[4]+c2[4]*XX[5]+c2[5]*XX[6]+ 
c2[6]*XX[7]+c2[7]*XX[8]+c2[8]*XX[9]+c2[9]*XX[10]+c2[10]*XX[11]+ 
c2[11]*XX[12]+c2[12]*XX[13]+c2[13]*XX[14]+c2[14]*XX[15]+c2[15]*XX[16]+ 
c2[16]*XX[17]+c2[17]*XX[18]+c2[18]*XX[19]+c2[19]*XX[20]+c2[20]*XX[21]+ 
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c2[21]*XX[22]+c2[22]*XX[23]+c2[23]*XX[24]+c2[24]*XX[25]+c2[25]*XX[26]+ 
c2[26]*XX[27]+c2[27]*XX[28]+c2[28]*XX[29]+c2[29]*XX[30]+c2[30]*XX[31]+ 
c2[31]*XX[32]+c2[32]*XX[33]+c2[33]*XX[34]+c2[34]*XX[35]+c2[35]*XX[36]+ 
c2[36]*XX[37]+c2[37]*XX[38]+c2[38]*XX[39]+c2[39]*XX[40]+c2[40]*XX[41]+ 
c2[41]*XX[42]+c2[42]*XX[43]+c2[43]*XX[44]+c2[44]*XX[45]+c2[45]*XX[46]+ 
c2[46]*XX[47]+c2[47]*XX[48]+c2[48]*XX[49]+c2[49]*XX[50]+c2[50]*XX[51]+ 
c2[51]*XX[52]+c2[52]*XX[53]+c2[53]*XX[54]+c2[54]*XX[55]+c2[55]*XX[56]+ 
c2[56]*XX[57]+c2[57]*XX[58]+c2[58]*XX[59]+c2[59]*XX[60]+c2[60]*XX[61]+ 
c2[61]*XX[62]+c2[62]*XX[63]+c2[63]*XX[64]+c2[64]*XX[65]+c2[65]*XX[66]+ 
c2[66]*XX[67]+c2[67]*XX[68]+c2[68]*XX[69]+c2[69]*XX[70]+c2[70]*XX[71]+ 
c2[71]*XX[72]+c2[72]*XX[73]+c2[73]*XX[74]+c2[74]*XX[75]+c2[75]*XX[76]+ 
c2[76]*XX[77)+c2[77]*XX[78]+c2[78]*XX[79]+c2[79]*XX[80]+c2[80]*XX[81]+ 
c2[81]*XX[82]+c2[82]*XX[83]+c2[83]*XX[84)+c2[84]*XX[85]+c2[85]*XX[86]+ 
c2[86]*XX[87]+c2[87]*XX[88]+c2[88]*XX[89]+c2[89]*XX[90]+c2[90]*XX[91]+ 
c2[91]*XX[92]+c2[92]*XX[93]+c2[93]*XX[94]+c2[94]*XX[95]+c2[95]*XX[96]+ 
c2[96]*XX[97]+c2[97]*XX[98]+c2[98]*XX[99]+c2[99]*XX[100]) 
cc3<-(1/(N-1))*(c3[1]*XX[2]+c3[2]*XX[3]+c3[3]*XX[4]+c3[4]*XX[5]+c3[5]*XX[6]+ 
c3[6]*XX[7]+c3[7]*XX[8]+c3[8]*XX[9]+c3[9]*XX[10]+c3[10]*XX[11]+ 
c3[11]*XX[12]+c3[12]*XX[13]+c3[13]*XX[14]+c3[14]*XX[15]+c3[15]*XX[16]+ 
c3[16]*XX[17]+c3[17]*XX[18]+c3[18]*XX[19]+c3[19]*XX[20]+c3[20]*XX[21]+ 
c3[21]*XX[22]+c3[22]*XX[23]+c3[23]*XX[24]+c3[24]*XX[25]+c3[25]*XX[26]+ 
c3[26]*XX[27]+c3[27]*XX[28]+c3[28]*XX[29]+c3[29]*XX[30]+c3[30]*XX[31]+ 
c3[31]*XX[32]+c3[32]*XX[33]+c3[33]*XX[34]+c3[34]*XX[35]+c3[35]*XX[36]+ 
c3[36]*XX[37]+c3[37]*XX[38]+c3[38]*XX[39]+c3[39]*XX[40]+c3[40]*XX[41]+ 
c3[41]*XX[42]+c3[42]*XX[43]+c3[43]*XX[44]+c3[44]*XX[45]+c3[45]*XX[46]+ 
c3[46]*XX[47]+c3[47]*XX[48]+c3[48]*XX[49]+c3[49]*XX[50]+c3[50]*XX[51]+ 
c3[51]*XX[52]+c3[52]*XX[53]+c3[53]*XX[54]+c3[54]*XX[55]+c3[55]*XX[56]+ 
c3[56]*XX[57]+c3[57]*XX[58]+c3[58]*XX[59]+c3[59]*XX[60]+c3[60]*XX[61]+ 
c3[61]*XX[62]+c3[62]*XX[63]+c3[63]*XX[64]+c3[64]*XX[65]+c3[65]*XX[66]+ 
c3[66]*XX[67]+c3[67]*XX[68]+c3[68]*XX[69]+c3[69]*XX[70]+c3[70]*XX[71]+ 
c3[71]*XX[72]+c3[72]*XX[73]+c3[73]*XX[74]+c3[74]*XX[75]+c3[75]*XX[76]+ 
c3[76]*XX[77]+c3[77]*XX[78]+c3[78]*XX[79]+c3[79]*XX[80]+c3[80]*XX[81]+ 
c3[81]*XX[82]+c3[82]*XX[83]+c3[83]*XX[84]+c3[84]*XX[85]+c3[85]*XX[86]+ 
c3[86]*XX[87]+c3[87]*XX[88]+c3[88]*XX[89]+c3[89]*XX[90]+c3[90]*XX[91]+ 
c3[91]*XX[92]+c3[92]*XX[93]+c3[93]*XX[94]+c3[94]*XX[95]+c3[95]*XX[96]+ 
c3[96]*XX[97]+c3[97]*XX[98]+c3[98]*XX[99]+c3[99]*XX[100]) 
xhat50<-inprod(XX[49] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[49] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[49],b3)*cc3 
xhat51<-inprod(XX[50],b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[50] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[50],b3)*cc3 
xhat52<-inprod(XX[51] ,bl)*ccl+inprod(XX[51] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[51] , b3)*cc3 
xhat53<-inprod(XX[52],bl)*ccl+inprod(XX[52] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[52] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat54<-inprod(XX[53],bl)*ccl+inprod(XX[53] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[53],b3)*cc3 
xhat55<-inprod(XX[54] ,b1)*ccl+inprod(XX[54] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[54],b3)*cc3 
xhat56< - inprod(XX[55] ,bl)*ccl+inprod(XX[55] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[55] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat57<-inprod(XX[56],bl)*cc1+inprod(XX[56] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[56] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat58<-inprod(XX[57],b1)*ccl+inprod(XX[57] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[57] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat59<-inprod(XX[58] ,bl)*ccl+inprod(XX[58],b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[58],b3)*cc3 
xhat60<-inprod(XX[59] ,bl)*cc1+inprod(XX[59] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[59],b3)*cc3 
xhat61<-inprod(XX[60],b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[60] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[60] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat62<-inprod(XX[61] ,bl)*ccl+inprod(XX[61] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[61] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat63<-inprod(XX[62] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[62] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[62] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat64<-inprod(XX[63] ,b1)*ccl+inprod(XX[63] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[63] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat65<-inprod(XX[64] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[64] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[64] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat66<-inprod(XX[65] ,b1)*ccl+inprod(XX[65],b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[65] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat67<-inprod(XX[66] ,bl)*cc1+inprod(XX[66] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[66] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat68<-inprod(XX[67] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[67] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[67] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat69<-inprod(XX[68] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[68] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[68] ,b3)*cc3 
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xhat70<-inprod(XX[69] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[69] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[69] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat71<-inprod(XX[70] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[70] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[70],b3)*cc3 
xhat72<-inprod(XX[71] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[71] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[71] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat73<-inprod(XX[72] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[72] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[72],b3)*cc3 
xhat74<-inprod(XX[73],b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[73] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[73],b3)*cc3 
xhat75<-inprod(XX[74] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[74] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[74],b3)*cc3 
xhat76<-inprod(XX[75] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[75] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[75],b3)*cc3 
xhat77<-inprod(XX[76] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[76] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[76],b3)*cc3 
xhat78<-inprod(XX[77] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[77] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[77] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat79<-inprod(XX[78] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[78] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[78],b3)*cc3 
xhat80<-inprod(XX[79] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[79] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[79] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat81<-inprod(XX[80] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[80] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[80] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat82<-inprod(XX[81] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[81] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[81] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat83<-inprod(XX[82] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[82] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[82],b3)*cc3 
xhat84<-inprod(XX[83] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[83] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[83] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat85<-inprod(XX[84] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[84] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[84] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat86<-inprod(XX[85] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[85] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[85],b3)*cc3 
xhat87<-inprod(XX[86] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[86] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[86],b3)*cc3 
xhat88<-inprod(XX[87] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[87] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[87] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat89<-inprod(XX[88] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[88] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[88] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat90<-inprod(XX[89] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[89] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[89] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat91<-inprod(XX[90] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[90] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[90] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat92<-inprod(XX[91] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[91] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[91] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat93<-inprod(XX[92] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[92] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[92] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat94<-inprod(XX[93] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[93] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[93] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat95<-inprod(XX[94] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[94],b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[94] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat96<-inprod(XX[95],b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[95] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[95] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat97<-inprod(XX[96] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[96] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[96] ,b3)*cc3 
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xhat98<-inprod(XX[97] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[97] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[97] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat99<-inprod(XX[98] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[98] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[98] ,b3)*cc3 
xhat100<-inprod(XX[99] ,b1)*cc1+inprod(XX[99] ,b2)*cc2+inprod(XX[99] ,b3)*cc3 
y2<-X 
y2[,50]<-eval . fd(t,xhat50) 
y2[,51]<-eval.fd(t,xhat51) 
y2[,52]<-eval.fd(t,xhat52) 
y2[,53]<-eval.fd(t,xhat53) 
y2[,54]<-eval.fd(t,xhat54) 
y2[,55]<-eval.fd(t,xhat55) 
y2[,56]<-eval.fd(t,xhat56) 
y2[,57]<-eval.fd(t,xhat57) 
y2[,58]<-eval.fd(t,xhat58) 
y2[,59]<-eval.fd(t,xhat59) 
y2[,60]<-eval.fd(t,xhat60) 
y2[,61]<-eval . fd(t,xhat61) 
y2[,62]<-eval.fd(t,xhat62) 
y2[,63]<-eval . fd(t,xhat63) 
y2[,64]<-eval.fd(t,xhat64) 
y2[,65]<-eval.fd(t,xhat65) 
y2[,66]<-eval.fd(t,xhat66) 
y2[,67]<-eval.fd(t,xhat67) 
y2[,68]<-eval.fd(t,xhat68) 
y2[,69]<-eval.fd(t,xhat69) 
y2[,70]<-eval . fd(t,xhat70) 
y2[,71]<-eval . fd(t,xhat71) 
y2[,72]<-eval.fd(t,xhat72) 
y2[,73]<-eval . fd(t,xhat73) 
y2[,74]<-eval.fd(t,xhat74) 
y2[,75]<-eval . fd(t,xhat75) 
y2[,76]<-eval.fd(t,xhat76) 
y2[,77]<-eval.fd(t,xhat77) 
y2[,78]<-eval.fd(t,xhat78) 
y2[,79]<-eval.fd(t,xhat79) 
y2[,80]<-eval . fd(t,xhat80) 
y2[,81]<-eval.fd(t,xhat81) 
y2[,82]<-eval.fd(t,xhat82) 
y2[,83]<-eval.fd(t,xhat83) 
y2[,84]<-eval . fd(t,xhat84) 
y2[,85]<-eval.fd(t,xhat85) 
y2[,86]<-eval.fd(t,xhat86) 
y2[,87]<-eval.fd(t,xhat87) 
y2[,88]<-eval.fd(t,xhat88) 
y2[,89]<-eval.fd(t,xhat89) 
y2[,90]<-eval.fd(t,xhat90) 
y2[,91]<-eval.fd(t,xhat91) 
y2[,92]<-eval . fd(t,xhat92) 
y2[,93]<-eval . fd(t,xhat93) 
y2[,94]<-eval.fd(t,xhat94) 
y2[,95]<-eval.fd(t,xhat95) 
y2[,96]<-eval.fd(t,xhat96) 
y2[,97]<-eval.fd(t,xhat97) 
y2[,98]<-eval.fd(t,xhat98) 
y2[,99]<-eval.fd(t,xhat99) 
y2[,100]<-eval.fd(t,xhat100) 
YY2 <- data2fd(y2,t,basis1) 
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#E_{n} for K&O method 
E3<-rep(NA,N) 
for (i in 1:N){ 
E3[i] <- (inprod(XX[i]-YY2[i] ,XX[i]-YY2[i])) - (0.5) 
} 
EE3<-matrix(rep(NA,N*K),nrow=K) 
for (i in 1:N){ 
for (j in 1 : K){ 
EE3[j,i] <- abs(X[j,i]-y2[j,i]) 
} 
} 
EE4<-data2fd(EE3,t,basis1) 
#R_{n} for K&O method 
E4<-rep(NA,N) 
for (i in 1 :N){ 
E4[i]<-inprod(EE4[i],I2[i]) 
} 
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plot(seq(51 , 100 , length=50),E1[51:100] ,type="l",xlab="Observations",ylab="") 
lines(seq(51,100,length=50),E3[51 : 100] ,lty="dashed") 
plot(seq(51,100,length=50),E2[51:100] ,type="l",xlab="Observations",ylab="") 
lines(seq(51,100,length=50),E4[51:100] ,lty="dashed") 
mean(E1[50:100]) 
mean(E3[50:100]) 
mean(E2[50:100]) 
mean(E4[50:100]) 
#Graph Psi and its estimate 
par(mfrow=c(l,1)) 
#persp(Z, theta=30, phi=30, xlab="t", ylab="s", zlab="", 
main=expression(paste(Psi))) 
#persp(psi, theta=30, phi=30, xlab="t", ylab="s", zlab="", 
main=expression(paste(hat(Psi)[p]))) 
persp(Z, theta=210, phi=30, xlab="t", ylab="s", zlab="", 
main=expression(paste(Psi))) 
persp(psi, theta=210, phi=30, xlab="t", ylab="s", zlab="", 
main=expression(paste(hat(Psi) [p]))) 
#Eigenfuntion approximation 
par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 
plot(XX(1], ylab="", xlab="Time") 
lines(scores[1,1]*harmonics[1]+scores[1 , 2]*harmonics[2]+ 
scores[1,3]*harmonics[3], lty="dashed") 
a_k1 <- array(rep(NA, nharm*nharm*K), dim=c(nharm,nharm,K)) 
for (kin 2 :K){ 
for (i in 1 :nharm){ 
for (j in 1 :nharm){ 
a_k1[i,j,k] <- P[i,j]*scores[k-1 , i] 
} 
} 
} 
a k <- matrix(rep(NA, nharm*K), nrow=nharm) 
for (i in 1 :nharm){ 
for (k in 1 : K){ 
a_k[i ,k] <- sum(a_k1[,i,k]) 
} 
} 
par(mfrow=c(3,4)) 
xhat50 <- a_k[1,49]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,49]*harmonics[2]+ 
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a_k[3,49]*harmonics[3] 
xhat51 <- a_k[1,50]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,50]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,50]*harmonics[3] 
xhat52 <- a_k[1,51]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,51]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,51]*harmonics[3] 
xhat53 <- a_k[1,52]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,52]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,52]*harmonics[3] 
xhat54 <- a_k[1,53]*harmonics[1)+a_k[2,53]*harmonics[2)+ 
a_k[3,53]*harmonics[3] 
xhat55 <- a_k[1,54]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,54]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,54]*harmonics[3] 
xhat56 <- a_k[1,55]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,55]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,55]*harmonics[3] 
xhat57 <- a_k[1,56]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,56]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,56]*harmonics[3] 
xhat58 <- a_k[1,57]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,57]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,57]*harmonics[3] 
xhat59 <- a_k[1,58]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,58]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,58]*harmonics[3] 
xhat60 <- a_k[1,59]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,59]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,59]*harmonics(3] 
xhat61 <- a_k[1,60]*harmonics[1]+a_k[2,60]*harmonics[2]+ 
a_k[3,60]*harmonics[3] 
plot(XX[50] ,ylab="" ,xlab="50") 
lines(xhat50, lty="dashed") 
plot (XX [51) , ylab="", xlab=" 51") 
lines(xhat51, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[52] ,ylab="" ,xlab="52") 
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lines(xhat52, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[53] ,ylab="" ,xlab="53") 
lines(xhat53, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[54],ylab="",xlab="54") 
lines(xhat54, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[55] ,ylab="" ,xlab="55") 
lines (xhat55, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[56] ,ylab="" ,xlab="56") 
lines(xhat56, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[57] ,ylab="" ,xlab="57") 
lines(xhat57, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[58] ,ylab="" ,xlab="58") 
lines(xhat58, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[59] ,ylab="" ,xlab="59") 
lines(xhat59, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[60] ,ylab='"' ,xlab="60") 
lines(xhat60, lty="dashed") 
plot(XX[61] ,ylab='"' ,xlab="61") 
lines(xhat61, lty="dashed") 
#Predictions with Psi known 
xhat <- matrix(rep(NA, K*K), nrow=K) 
for (j in 2:N){ 
xhat[,j] <- (C/K)*Z%*%X[,j-1] 
} 
plot.ts(xhat[,50], ylab="", xlab="50") 
plot.ts(xhat[,51], ylab="", xlab="51") 
plot.ts(xhat[,52], ylab="", xlab="52") 
plot.ts(xhat(,53], ylab="", xlab="53") 
plot.ts(xhat[,54), ylab="", xlab="54") 
plot.ts(xhat[,55), ylab="", xlab="55") 
plot.ts(xhat[,56), ylab="", xlab="56") 
plot. ts (xhat [, 57) , ylab="", xlab=" 57") 
plot.ts(xhat[,58), ylab='"', xlab="58") 
plot.ts(xhat[,59), ylab="", xlab="59") 
plot . ts(xhat[,60), ylab='"', xlab="60") 
plot.ts(xhat[,61), ylab="", xlab="61") 
V <- matrix(rep(NA, K*K), nrow=K) 
for (i in 1:K){ 
for (j in 1 :K){ 
V[i,j] <- inprod(ZZ[i) ,XX[j]) 
} 
} 
par(mfrow=c(3,4)) 
plot . ts (V [, 50)) 
plot . ts (V [, 51)) 
plot. ts (V [, 52) ) 
plot. ts (V [, 53)) 
plot . ts (V [, 54] ) 
plot. ts (V [, 55)) 
plot. ts (V [, 56]) 
plot.ts(V[,57)) 
plot. ts (V [, 58]) 
plot. ts (V [, 59)) 
plot. ts (V [, 60]) 
plot. ts(V[,61]) 
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